Place specificity of monopolar and tripolar stimuli in cochlear implants: the influence of residual masking.
This experiment investigated whether place specificity of neural activity evoked by cochlear implant stimulation is improved in tripolar compared to monopolar mode using a forward masking protocol addressing some limitations of previous methods of measurement and analysis. The amount of residual masking (masking remaining at long masker-probe delays) was also measured, and its potential influence on the specificity measures was evaluated. The masker stimulus comprised equally loud interleaved mono- or tripolar stimulation on two electrodes equidistant from a central probe electrode in an apical and basal direction, reducing the influence of off-site listening. The effect of masker-probe distance on the threshold shift of the tripolar probe was analyzed to derive a measure of place specificity. On average, tripolar maskers were more place specific than monopolar maskers, although the mean effect was small. There was no significant effect of masker level on specificity or on the differences observed between modes. The mean influence of residual masking on normalized masking functions was similar for the two modes and, therefore, did not influence the comparison of specificity between the modes. However, variability in amount of residual masking was observed between subjects, and therefore should be considered in forward masking studies that compare place specificity across subjects.